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ABSTRACT

Maritime search operations (and search operations in general) are one of the classic applications of Operational Research (OR). This paper presents a generic agent-based model for maritime search operations which can be used to analyse operations such as search and rescue and patrol. Agent-based simulation (ABS) is a relatively new addition to existing OR techniques. The key elements of an ABS model are agents, their behaviours and their interactions with other agents and the environment. A search operation involves at least two types of agent: a searcher and a target. The unique characteristic of ABS is that we model agents’ behaviours and their interactions at the individual level. Hence, ABS offers an alternative modelling approach to analyse search operations. The second objective of our work is to show how test-driven simulation modelling (TDSM) can be used to validate the agent-based maritime search-operation model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) has become one of the commonly used tools to model and understand complex and nonlinear systems (Ferber 1999). ABS provides a controlled environment for systematic experimentation using a simulation model that is formed by a set of interacting agents. There is no consensus on the definition of an agent in the ABS literature (Macal and North 2010). Instead, we have observed a spectrum of complexity in the definition of an agent. At one extreme, an ABS model is formed by a set of agents with a set of simple attributes (such as speed and detection radius) and simple behaviours (such as move and rescue). At the other extreme, an ABS model can be composed of a set of agents with complex attributes (such as memory and bounded rationality) and complex abilities (such as planning and learning). However, most researchers agree that an agent is an autonomous entity (i.e. it makes independent decisions without any central control), has a set of objectives and interacts with other agents and its environment.

In this paper, we develop an ABS model to help us analyse strategies for maritime search operations. These can be analysed using analytical models from the vast literature on search theory. Search theory is a classic part of Operational Research (OR) and has a long history commencing with military operations during the Second World War. Since then, the applications and tools have continued to be mostly nautical, e.g. military assets looking for enemy submarines or maritime pirates, coast guards conducting search-and-rescue (SAR) operations, and patrol boats protecting ports or high-value assets. However, the uses of ABS in the maritime search domain and sea-patrol operations are surprisingly scarce, as confirmed by Davidsson et al. (2005) and Vaněk et al. (2013). One of the main reasons is the difficulty in validating the ABS model.
Model validation is one of the most important activities in simulation modelling. There are a number of techniques that have been proposed and used to validate a simulation model. Law (2014, chapter 5) and Banks et al. (2010, chapter 10) discuss various techniques, such as increasing the face validity of a model (e.g. by involving domain experts and model users), checking the validity of model assumptions, validating the components of a model, comparing the behaviour of a model with a real system (or something that can represent a real system if a system does not exist). Pidd (2004, pp. 233–246) divides validation techniques into white-box and black-box validation. White-box validation techniques aim to ensure that the internal working of a simulation model can be justified. Black-box validation techniques compare the output of a simulation model with the output of a benchmark (such as a real system being modelled, a real-world system similar to the system being modelled or an analytic model).

Model validation in ABS is especially challenging. First, we often need to represent the behaviours of agents and the interactions between agents using a set of logical rules. It is challenging to extract this information from real-world agents, especially if the agents do not want to be exposed (such as pirates or human traffickers). Furthermore, real-world agents are often heterogeneous. Hence, it is challenging to validate whether the rules used in an ABS model represent the rules used by most real-world agents and whether we have represented the heterogeneity of real-world agents correctly. Secondly, there is a need to validate ABS models at the agent and system levels. It is challenging to validate behaviour at the system level based solely on the knowledge of behaviours of individual agents. Finally, the ABS model often requires high-fidelity data. Although the collection of high-fidelity data has become very common, qualitative behavioural data from heterogeneous agents in a population are rarely available. Hence, empirical validation may not be possible. The difficulty in validating an ABS model is reflected somewhat in the survey done by Heath et al. (2009). They surveyed 279 research articles and found that only 35 per cent of the models were validated conceptually (white box) and operationally (black box).

The first objective of this paper is to show how ABS can provide an alternative modelling approach to analyse maritime search operations. The second objective is to demonstrate how a technique called Test-Driven Simulation Modelling (TDSM) (Onggo et al. 2014) can be used to validate an ABS model. The TDSM’s basic principle is that a test case for a simulation model has to be specified before the simulation model is implemented. Hence, one of the main advantages of TDSM is that the validation process is explicitly embedded in the simulation-model development process. Modellers are forced to think about how their model is going to be validated, even before they start to develop the model. TDSM is explained in detail in Onggo et al. (2014).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work in TDSM and the application of ABS in marine search operations. We explain our generic tool for marine search operations, called MASSIM (Maritime Search SIMulation), in Section 3. Section 4 discusses how TDSM is used to validate a number of scenarios in MASSIM. Finally, we present our conclusions and recommendations for future work in Section 5.
modelled pirate activities and piracy countermeasures in the Gulf of Aden. They used the model to analyse the design of a new transit-corridor system in the Indian Ocean. In another publication, they combined the ABS model with an optimization model to investigate the counter-measure configurations that yielded the best trade-off between security and cost in maritime transportation (Jakob et al. 2012).

The typical agents used in maritime-transportation security applications are merchant vessels, navy vessels and pirate vessels. The software used by researchers includes AgentC (Jakob et al. 2011; Jakob et al. 2012; Vaněk et al. 2013), PANOPEA (Bruzzone et al. 2011) and MANA (Decraene et al. 2010; Tsilis 2011). PANOPEA uses discrete-event simulation but it has intelligent agent components embedded in the model.

Military applications vary. Cioppa et al. (2004) noted that there was increasing interest in the use of ABS in the Department of Defense. They highlighted three examples of ABS military applications. One of these was to study how unmanned surface vehicles could be used in force-protection missions. The simulation of the Bay of Biscay U-boat campaign was reported a few times (e.g. Champagne et al. 2003; Hill et al. 2004). Champagne et al. (2003) studied the emergent behaviours of combatants and the effectiveness of search patterns during the campaign. Hill et al. (2004) incorporated game theory into the behaviours of agents in the model. The US Navy also utilized ABS for a Naval Simulation System which was developed to support network-centric fleet battle exercises (Metron Incorporated 2015). DeStefano (2004) utilized ABS to create an executable model of a weapons system built in an agent-based combat model “System Effectiveness Analysis Simulation (SEAS)”.

Some of the models were calibrated using real-world data. For example, trajectory data for vessels (from satellite or self-reporting systems) was used to calibrate the paths taken by vessels (Vaněk et al. 2013). In the case of the Bay of Biscay U-boat campaign simulation, the authors used historical data from the war. However, the behaviour of hostile or non-cooperative agents such as pirate vessels is difficult to find, and in many cases unavailable. Hence, the calibration of such agents using empirical data is limited. Researchers can use an analytical approach to model the behaviour of such agents so that the behaviour shown by the simulation model should match the underlying analytical model. However, consistent with the findings by Heath et al. (2009), model validation is hardly discussed in the literature. Validation has mainly been done using a qualitative approach, such as face validity and an expert’s opinion (e.g. Vaněk et al. 2013; DeStefano 2004). Hence, it is clear that more research is needed for the validation of agent-based maritime search-operation models.

2.2 Test-driven simulation modelling

The idea behind Test-Driven Simulation Modelling (TDSM) comes from Test-Driven Software Development, known simply as Test-Driven Development (TDD) in software engineering. The main principle is that a test case for computer code must be created before the computer code is developed (Beck 2003). The test case is implemented as a unit test. Unit testing is a method in software engineering that is used to test an individual unit of computer code. The individual unit can be a function, a procedure or a class. Because the code does not exist when the unit test is created, the first test will always fail. A programmer will then refine the code until it passes the unit test. Subsequently, a new unit test is created and the process is repeated. At some point, the programmer may need to refactor the code. These steps are commonly known as Red-Green-Refactor, which signifies the cycle of creating unit tests that fail, writing code that passes the tests and refactoring the code.

A simulation model is a software artefact. Hence, TDD is applicable to simulation modelling as demonstrated in Collier and Ozik (2013), Asta et al. (2014) and Onggo et al. (2014). Collier and Ozik (2013) conducted the first exploratory study to investigate how unit testing could be used to verify an ABS model written in the Repast simulation library. They argued that by focusing on writing small unit tests, complex simulation code could be decomposed into smaller and more manageable components. Asta et al. (2014) investigated the same approach and applied it to a discrete-event simulation (DES) model written using AnyLogic. Unlike Repast, AnyLogic is visual interactive modelling software. Hence,
the unit test code was not written directly to the simulation source code. Instead, they wrote each unit test using a user-defined function in AnyLogic to verify a component in the model. Onggo et al. (2014) proposed TDSM as an approach to simulation-model verification and validation. TDSM can be applied to both DES and ABS. TDSM makes use of two unit-test suites, a verification suite and a validation suite. The verification suite contains a set of tests to check the correctness of a simulation model against its conceptual model. Each test represents one scenario. For example, one scenario may test the correctness of the distance travelled by a ship, i.e., at a given speed $v$ and a travel time $\Delta t$, the distance between the original location of a ship and its new location is $v \cdot \Delta t$. The validation suite contains a set of unit tests to check the validity of a simulation model. This is closely linked to black-box validation. Each test represents a scenario that compares the output of a simulation model against what is expected to be correct output. In this paper, we use an analytical model to provide estimations of or bounds on certain simulation outputs. These numbers are then used in the validation suite tests. This paper does not discuss the verification suite because it has been discussed in Collier and Ozik (2013), Asta et al. (2014) and Onggo et al. (2014).

3 MARITIME SEARCH SIMULATION (MASSIM)

Since a search operation consumes considerable amounts of time and effort, it needs to be planned and conducted efficiently. A tool that can help us analyse the expected performance of a search-operation strategy is very useful. This section explains MASSIM, a generic ABS tool for maritime search operations that we have developed using Repast (North et al. 2013).

First, we will explain how we abstract maritime search operations in MASSIM. From the ABS perspective, all search problems have two agents in common: a target (in a broad sense, something being searched for), and a searcher (Nunn 1981). Figure 1 shows the classification of a maritime search-operation problem. An operation can be classified as a two-sided problem when both target(s) and searcher(s) are active and behave in an intelligent way or a one-sided problem when either target(s) or searcher(s) is active and intelligent. The level of intelligence can be as simple as conducting a specific search pattern or as complex as learning from past experience. The agents can be stationary or moving. The search efforts in a discrete search operation are made at a number of discrete locations (e.g., a helicopter dips sonar at a location, pulls it and then flies to another location, and repeats the process for a number of discrete locations). In a continuous search operation, search efforts are carried out continuously along a certain path (e.g., a search conducted by a ship that carries hull-mounted sonar as it moves from one location to another). The detection function used during an operation is called definite range (also known as a “cookie cutter”) when a target is detected whenever it is inside the detection range. In a probabilistic detection function (such as polynomial, exponential and cubic attenuation models), the detection probability is a function of the distance between searcher and target. The analysis of a search operation can consider a single-searcher strategy or a multiple-searchers strategy. The main objective is to
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analyse the effectiveness of a search strategy in a number of settings. Multiple-searcher operations are especially useful in the analysis of the effectiveness of a collaborative search strategy where a large area of interest is divided into sectors or sub-responsibility areas for each searcher. Finally, we can evaluate various search algorithms that can be used in a search operation, such as exhaustive and random.

MASSIM has been designed to support the analysis of a number of search operation settings, as shown in Figure 1. At the time of writing, MASSIM can support one- or two-sided problems, stationary/moving agents, discrete/continuous search efforts, a definite-range detection model, single/multiple searchers, and a number of search patterns. The ABS model in MASSIM is formed by two agent types: searcher and target. A searcher’s main objective is to detect a target. The behaviour of a target can be classified into three groups: a cooperative target that wishes to be detected by a searcher (e.g. the victims in a SAR operation), a non-cooperative or evading target that wishes to hide or escape from the searcher (e.g. a refugee trying to reach his/her destination without being detected by the coast guard), and a non-cooperative target that wishes to be as close as possible to a searcher without being detected (e.g. a hostile submarine trying to approach surface ships as close as its effective torpedo range).

The area of interest in MASSIM is modelled as a 2-dimensional plane (we refer to this as the total area). In a single-searcher operation, we define a sub-area inside the total area and refer to it as a search area (the white square in Figure 2). A searcher is denoted by a blue disk and a target is denoted by a red disk. In a multiple-searchers operation, the total area is divided into a number of equal-size grids where each grid represents a search area.

The simulation parameters can be controlled from the left panel. The first two parameters in the left panel are the number of time steps and the duration per time step (in minutes), respectively. A smaller time-step duration leads to a more accurate result in a continuous search operation. The third parameter defines the total area in \( \text{nm}^2 \) (nautical miles square). The area is assumed to be a square to make the simulation visualization easier. The fourth parameter is used to select a single-searcher operation or a
multiple-searchers operation. For a single-searcher operation, we need to specify the size of the search area in nm² (parameter 5). For a multiple-searchers operation, we need to specify the number of search areas (or grids) in parameter 6. A searcher has a number of attributes (parameters 7 to 11): speed in knots, detection type (such as definite range, polynomial, exponential or cubic), detection range in nautical miles, search strategy (such as discrete random search, continuous random search, exhaustive search or parallel search), and whether the searcher has the ability to learn. Parameter 12 controls the number of targets in the total area. Each target has the following attributes (parameters 13 to 15): speed in knots, movement strategy (such as stationary or random walk) and whether it has the ability to learn. Parameter 16 is the distance between each track in a parallel/creeping/square search in nm.

4 VALIDATION USING TEST-DRIVEN SIMULATION MODELLING

In this paper, we validate our ABS model by comparing it with solutions based on analytic models from the search-theory literature. The use of analytic models is useful when empirical validation using complete real data sets is virtually impossible (e.g., we may know the location and number of refugee boats detected annually but not the number of undetected refugee boats that manage to land in a protected coastal region). The notations used in this section are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>The total area or the size of the total area in nm² (depending on the context)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_S$</td>
<td>The search area or the size of the search area in nm² (depending on the context)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(S)$</td>
<td>Probability that a target is inside $A_S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(D)$</td>
<td>Probability that a target is detected using search strategy $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(D</td>
<td>S)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(S_x, S_y)$</td>
<td>Location of a searcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(T_x, T_y)$</td>
<td>Location of a target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_T$</td>
<td>Number of targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Detection radius in nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>Duration of a time step in minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_S$</td>
<td>The speed of the searcher ship in knots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_T$</td>
<td>The speed of a target ship in knots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>Sweep width (or 2$R$) in nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>The distance between each track in a parallel search (nm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To make the explanation easier, in this paper we focus on a single-searcher operation and a “definite range” detection model. The total area and search area are squares with sides $\sqrt{A}$ and $\sqrt{A_S}$, respectively, and $A_S \leq A$. The position of a stationary target is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the total area. In the definite-range detection model, detection occurs when the distance between target and searcher is smaller than the detection range $R$. The detection probability of a target is defined by function $P$:

$$P = \begin{cases} 1, & \sqrt{(S_x - T_x)^2 + (S_y - T_y)^2} \leq R \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $(S_x, S_y)$ and $(T_x, T_y)$ are the locations of the searcher and target, respectively.
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In TDSM, model validation is done using a validation suite that contains a number of unit tests. Each unit test represents one validation case. A detailed method of how to add a unit test in Repast is described in Collier and Ozik (2013). The first validation case is used to compare the performance of an exhaustive search between the simulation model and the analytical model. In the second case, we repeat the same case but for a random search. The two cases are based on two hypothetical search strategies commonly used to provide bounds for the performance of a real-world search strategy. In the third validation case, we validate a real-world search called a parallel search against the lower and upper bounds obtained from analytical models. The simulation model uses the same assumptions as in the analytic models (e.g. stationary targets).

4.1 Exhaustive search

For a given speed \( v_S \) and sweep width \( w \), within a duration of \( \Delta t \), a searcher can cover an area of \( v_S \Delta t w \) nm\(^2\) (we refer to this area as the coverage area). An exhaustive search assumes that there is no overlap in the coverage areas in each search effort, and that no search effort is placed outside the search area. Hence, an exhaustive search can be thought of as carefully placing a number of non-overlapping coverage areas inside the search area, as shown in Figure 4 (left). Hence, an exhaustive search provides an upper bound on the search performance (Washburn 2002).

The detection probability of a stationary target depends on the total area covered, which is a linear function of time. Once the search area is completely covered, the detection probability reaches its maximum value and remains constant. The probability of detecting a target by time \( t \) given that a target is present inside the search area can be written as equation 2 (Washburn 2002).

\[
P_t^{\text{exhaustive}}(D|S) = \min\left\{\frac{v_S w t}{A_S}, 1\right\}
\]  

Figure 5 shows the performance \((P(D|S))\) of an exhaustive search, over time, obtained from the simulation model and the analytical model (equation 2), where \( A_S = 2,304 \) nm\(^2\), \( v_S = 20 \) knots, \( \Delta t = 6 \) minutes and \( w = 8 \) nm. All simulation results shown in this paper are from an average of 20 replications. The figure shows a good match between the output of the simulation model and the analytical model. We used equation 2 in our unit test to validate the exhaustive search implementation in our model. For example, under the settings in Figure 5, we expect that \( P(D|S) \) will reach 1 after searching for 864 minutes (i.e. 144 time steps). Our model passes this test, as shown in Figure 5.
The unit test to represent this validation case is shown below.

```java
@Test
public void testExhaustiveMaxPerformance() {
    double prob_detected_when_inside = 0.0;
    ISchedule schedule = RunEnvironment.getInstance().getCurrentSchedule();
    for (int i=0; i<144; i++) schedule.execute();
    ContinuousSpace<Object> space = (ContinuousSpace<Object>)context.getProjection("space");
    Iterable<Object> listObjects = space.getObjects();
    for (Object obj : listObjects) {
        if (obj instanceof Observer) {
            Observer obs = (Observer) obj;
            prob_detected_when_inside = obs.GetProbDetectedWhenInside();
            break;
        }
    }
    assertTrue(prob_detected_when_inside > 0.9999);
}
```

### 4.2 Random search

Unlike an exhaustive search, a random search places the coverage areas at random inside the search area. The size of a coverage area is the same as in exhaustive search, i.e. $v_S \Delta t w$ nm². Random placement results in wasted effort because some coverage areas may overlap and some coverage areas may also cover an area outside the search area (see Figure 4, right). Hence, it performs worse than an exhaustive search and provides a lower bound on the performance of any sensible search strategy. The probability of detecting a stationary target by time $t$ given that a target is present inside the search area is shown in equation 3. The proof can be found in Koopman (1946).

$$P^t_{\text{random}}(D \mid S) = 1 - e^{-\frac{v_S w t}{A_S}}$$  (3)

The performance ($P(D \mid S)$) of a discrete random search over time is shown in Figure 5 (using the same parameters as in the exhaustive search). The output of the simulation model matches the output of the analytical model. Equation 3 was used in our unit test to validate the implementation of a discrete random search in our model. For example, the following unit test checks whether the analytical result (i.e. 0.93) is within the confidence interval of the simulation result at time 2,298 minutes (i.e. 383 time steps).
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```java
@Test
public void testRandomAtTime2298() {
    double prob_detected_when_inside = 0.0;
    double sum = 0.0;
    double sumsq = 0.0;
    double meanPDS, halfCI
    for (int run=0; run<NRuns; run++) {
        ResetModel();
        ISchedule schedule = RunEnvironment.getInstance().getCurrentSchedule();
        for (int i=0; i<383; i++) schedule.execute();
        ContinuousSpace<Object> space =
            (ContinuousSpace<Object>)context.getProjection("space");
        Iterable<Object> listObjects = space.getObjects();
        for (Object obj : listObjects) {
            if (obj instanceof Observer) {
                Observer obs = (Observer) obj;
                prob_detected_when_inside = obs.GetProbDetectedWhenInside();
                sum += prob_detected_when_inside;
                sumsq += prob_detected_when_inside * prob_detected_when_inside;
                break;
            }
        }
        meanPDS = prob_detected_when_inside/NRuns;
        halfCI = CalculateHalfCI(sumsq, NRuns, 0.1);
        assertTrue(((meanPDS-halfCI)<0.93) && ((meanPDS+halfCI)>0.93));
    }
}
```

4.3 Bounds on parallel search

A parallel search is a real-world continuous search strategy. The search is conducted by moving along parallel tracks with a separation distance of $G$, as shown in Figure 6 (left). The performance of parallel search depends on $G$ and, as expected, setting $G=w$ provides the highest detection probability. For $A_S=2,304$ nm$^2$, $v_S=20$ knots, $\Delta t=6$ minutes and $w=8$ nm, the performance of a parallel search with $G=8$, 10 and 12 is shown in Figure 6 (right). If we stop the simulation at time 864 minutes (i.e. the time when an exhaustive search reaches its maximum performance), we can see that the performance of the parallel search is bounded by the performance of the exhaustive search (upper bound) and the discrete random search (lower bound). When $G=W$ (i.e. $G=8$), the parallel search’s performance is close to the exhaustive search’s performance. The difference is caused by the overlapping coverages when the searcher makes a turn. If $G>W$, the performance will be lower because of the areas not covered between each pair of parallel tracks. Since the performance of any sensible real-world search is bounded by the exhaustive search and the discrete random search, we can use this in our unit test to validate the performance of any sensible real-world search, as shown in the unit test below (0.632 and 1.0 are the performance of a discrete random search and a parallel search at time 864 minutes or 144 time steps, obtained using analytical models, respectively). Of course, we can always find a non-sensible search that would perform worse than a random search (e.g. if we set $G$ to 20 in our example).
The unit test to represent this validation case is shown below.

```java
@Test
public void testExhaustiveMaxPerformance() {
    double prob_detected_when_inside = 0.0;
    ISchedule schedule = RunEnvironment.getInstance().getCurrentSchedule();
    for (int i=0; i<144; i++) schedule.execute();
    ContinuousSpace<Object> space =
        (ContinuousSpace<Object>)context.getProjection("space");
    Iterable<Object> listObjects = space.getObjects();
    for (Object obj : listObjects) {
        if (obj instanceof Observer) {
            Observer obs = (Observer) obj;
            prob_detected_when_inside = obs.GetProbDetectedWhenInside();
            break;
        }
    }
    assertTrue((prob_detected_when_inside >= 0.632)
                && (prob_detected_when_inside <= 1.0));
}
```

5 CONCLUSION

We have discussed how agent-based simulation can be useful in the analysis of maritime search operations and how the simulation model is validated against the analytical model using Test-Driven Simulation Modeling (TDSM). Analytical models have been shown to be useful when it is virtually impossible to validate a simulation model against empirical data. We can use analytic models to calculate the performance of simple search strategies. Hence, strictly speaking a simulation model is not needed for the analysis of simple search strategies. For a more complex search strategy where an analytic model becomes intractable, we need a simulation model. An analytic model is still useful in the analysis of a more complex simulation model because it can provide us with the bounds on performance. These can be used in a unit test, as we have demonstrated in this paper. More work is needed to combine TDSM and analytical models that can provide tighter bounds on some of the more complex search strategies, which include moving targets, probabilistic detection functions and search strategies involving adaptive agents.
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